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[closed] How to scan for divergence?

How to scan for stocks with a divergence between price and MACD?1.

How to scan for stocks with a divergence between price and volume?2.

volume  macd  divergence  scan

The question has been closed for the following reason "Question has been answered" by ekwong Oct 22
at 12:21

Hi ekwong,

RE: MACD Divergences

Here's a scan that I use which looks for Bullish Divergences. The scan looks for a lower stock price over the last ten

days compared to the previous 50 days, then looks for a higher MACD (line and histogram) over the same period.

Change the ">" to "<" and vice versa to scan for Bearish Divergences.

Change daily to whatever time period you want to scan for. Change the 10 and 50 to any number of periods you want

to look at.

You can omit either the line or histogram portion of the MACD scan if you don't want both. Personally, I think the

divergence is more meaningful if you've got both.

The scan can probably be modified to look for volume divergences as well, although I've never tried it.

[daily min(10,daily low) < 10 days ago daily min(50,daily low)] and [daily min(10,daily macd hist(12,26,9)) > 10

days ago daily min(50,macd hist(12,26,9))] and [daily min(10,MACD Line (12,26,9)) > 10 days ago daily

min(50,MACD Line (12,26,9))]

Copy and paste the above code into the advance scan builder, along with any filters you want to add. Hope this helps.

(Aug 22 at 11:33)markd

Hi ekwong,I wonder if you could specify the divergences you are looking for. For volume/price, are you referring to moving

average of volume, OBV, accumulation/distribution or something else. For price, what value(s) do you want to use, the

close, a moving average or something else? Similar specifics for MACD.
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(Aug 22 at 11:40)markd

sorry, this should have been a comment

(Oct 18 at 22:22)emjim2

Thanks but I got what I was looking for from the casualtrader.

oldest newest most voted

(Aug 24 at 23:38)ekwong

I tried your solution -- there were a lot of close calls, but it was an excellent start. Thanks for your suggestion.

Pretty neat!
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Another approach would be to use the slope function. The following scan just returned 54 symbols. Reverse the "<'

and ">' to scan for the opposite divergence.

[type = stock] and [country = us] and

[daily sma(20,daily volume) > 200000] and

[daily sma(60,daily close) > 10] and

// slope of the MACD signal positive

[daily slope(20,daily macd signal(12,26,9)) > 0] and

// slope of the price negative

[daily slope(20,daily close) < 0]

(Dec 22 at 14:50)ksquared

(Dec 11 at 18:20)chasfh

I just ran this same code for several days:

[type = stock] and [[exchange is NYSE] or [exchange is AMEX] or [exchange is NASDAQ]] and [daily sma(20,daily volume)

> 200000] and [Close > 10] and [daily slope(20,daily macd signal(12,26,9)) > 0] and [daily slope(20,daily close) < 0]

And I am getting hundreds and hundreds of results. I just ran one for September 30th: 879 results. Not atypical, and many

of them don't look like anything like a classic MACD positive divergence.

(Dec 12 at 21:23)markd

I ran it today against sp500 and sp600 and got under 10 hits for both and they all showed divergence. Maybe not all "classic

divergence" but I think the author meant to suggest a possibly helpful approach, not the last word, and I think he did that.
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(Dec 13 at 15:56)markk

When you get too many results, you need to tighten up the criteria, say try volume > 500K or add something like close >

sma50.
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